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Join a 
world of 

innovation
For 20 years, Epitech - The European Institute of 

Technology, has been the premier school for IT 
expertise and innovation.

In 1999, when society was only just starting to think 
about digital technology, Epitech was leading the way 

with its cutting-edge approach to IT and innovation, 
based on completely original teaching methods.

At Epitech, you don’t just learn how to be the perfect 
developer. First and foremost, you’ll need to know how 

to anticipate problems, find solutions and develop 
new skills by being exposed to other disciplines. We’ll 

teach you how to learn rather than repeat facts and 
carry out imitative or repetitive tasks. 

In short, we’ll take you out of your comfort zone. 
We’ll encourage you to think for yourself and to 

initiate your own projects.

So, what are you waiting for? 
Come live your own Epitech experience. 
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Why choose Epitech?
Choosing Epitech means living a unique experience. Autonomy, freedom, and creati-
vity are the key words defining our school. Our active, inductive, project-based lear-
ning style is adapted to everyone. We train dynamic IT experts who are leaders in 
innovation and information technology.

WHY CHOOSE  
EPITECH?

Choosing Epitech means living a 
unique experience. Autonomy, free-
dom, and creativity are the key words 
defining our school. Our active, induc-
tive, project-based learning style is 
adapted to everyone. We train dyna-
mic IT experts who are leaders in inno-
vation and information technology.

A UNIQUE AND ACTIVE  
PEDAGOGY THAT CREATES  

LEADERS

At Epitech we offer a learning experience of excellence for all. Our 
innovative project-based learning method is founded on active and 
inductive learning which results in high-level technical skills as well as 
essential soft skills. By the end of your program, you will have com-
pleted dozens of diverse projects using the latest technologies in the 
field of IT. Epitech’s methods will enable you to learn independently, 
understand business practices, work in teams, and become a good 
decision-maker.

STUDY IN A  
BEAUTIFUL  
EUROPEAN CITY

There are many destinations to 
choose from if you want to study in 
Epitech. Exchange students from 
our international partners can study 
in one of 4 Epitech’s European cam-
puses: Paris, Barcelona, Brussels, or 
Berlin. You can study in one of these 
campuses for a semester or a full aca-
demic year.

*Please note that other Epitech campuses in 
France other than Paris may be considered 
by international students, on a case-by-case 
basis depending on the candidates’ profiles. 
For more information on this topic please 
contact our International Relations Team.
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HIGH IMPACT CAREERS

Studying IT in Epitech will help you unleash your full potential and pursue a suc-
cessful career. Our students are recognized in the professional world for their 
skills, their ability to adapt to new situations and for their team spirit. That’s why 
their employment rate after graduation is nearly 100%.

PERSONAL  
SUPPORT EVERY 
STEP OF THE WAY

Whatever support you need, we’re 
here for you at every stage of your 
academic journey. We want to help 
you achieve your potential and have 
the best experience possible.

AN INTERNATIONAL 
FOOTPRINT

In a globalized world, a high-level 
career in IT cannot be envisaged 
without an international dimension. 
Joining Epitech is choosing to join 
a school with an international eco-
system, rich in opportunities. Epi-
tech has a national and international 
network with a total of 20 campuses: 
15 in France, 3 in Europe, 1 in Africa 
and 1 in North America. Epitech also 
has a network of over 120 interna-
tional partners so that all of the 4th 
year students can complete a study 
abroad experience.

Choosing Epitech was one of the best 
choices I could make. The education 

system was on another level; the study 
environment was very similar to the 
IT industry and prepares you for the 

future professional life. Another thing 
that I liked was that when I was stuck 

trying to solve problems, a mentor was 
always present and guided me in the 

right direction

Dhananjay 
Chitkara University (India) 

Choosing Epitech was an obvious 
choice; Epitech’s entire Erasmus 

course catalog was in C and C++. No 
other college had that. I was hoping to 

increase my knowledge in programming, 
and I got what I asked for ten times 

over. I am very satisfied. My year of stu-
dying in Epitech was the best academic 

experience of my life.

Kosta Kai 
University College Algebra (Croatia)

At Epitech the classrooms are very 
different from my home university. You 
feel like a part of a big team working in 

the same classroom with other students 
from your group. You are free to ask 

questions anytime you want. 
Another thing that I enjoyed very much 
is meeting new international students. 
We became good friends, and we even 

went on a summer vacation together at 
the end of the semester.

Evgeniia  
ITMO University (Russia)

CONNECT  
WITH OUR  
PROFESSIONAL 
NETWORK

Since its creation, Epitech has worked 
with a wide range of companies to 
prepare students for their professio-
nal future. We focus on three areas: 
career, innovation and diversity, 
allowing partner companies to deve-
lop privileged relationships and to 
contribute to the teaching methods 
as closely as possible. Students and 
companies work together to bring 
innovation to the heart of the various 
economic sectors, technologies and 
societal issues.
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Programmes for  
International Students

Choose one of 4 Epitech campuses to spend a semester or a full year immersed 
in the project-based learning method with other Epitech students.

Semester or Full-Year Exchange

An all-inclusive short programme in IT during the month of July, specifically for 
international students from around the world.

Summer School Programme
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Each summer, Epitech hosts a short pro-
gramme for international students from 
around the world to experience our pro-
ject-based learning style. Previous summer 
programmes have featured projects in:

  • Internet of Things
  • Video Games
  • Robotics

Epitech 
Summer School

What’s included
• Courses
• Material kit
• Housing
•  Breakfast and lunch provided
• French Language courses
• All cultural activities & trips
• A farewell party
•  In-country transportation and 

a lot more!

A special discount will apply 
to students from our partner 
institutions

You can find more 
information here:

Admission requirements
•  Applicants must have knowledge in Science and Technology ideally in 

basic programming (minimum one year of experience in programming 
is required)

•  Applicants must demonstrate English proficiency (CECRL B2 – IELTS 
5,5 / 6 or Toeic 600 – Toefl IBT 65). A certificate or attestation from 
their home university demonstrating their knowledge of English it is 
accepted as well. 

6 ECTS 3 WEEKS
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1
A 100% English 

curriculum:
All modules offered in English, 
taken alongside French local 

students and other exchange 
students

Year 1  •  Fundamentals and autonomy

• Projects: Imperative programming, system programming
• Participate in the famous C Pool that will literally plunge you into the fundamentals of IT
• Complete and present a series of projects so you get used to explaining what you create.

Year 2  •  Design and Teamwork

• Projects: Object-oriented programming, functional programming, concurrent programming 
• Participate in the C++ Pool that will immerse you in coding.
•  Conclude 2 projects that will learn you how to create a video game which integrates the most widely used current graphic 

motors and a complex simulation combining parallel programming and artificial intelligence.
• Give presentations on each of these projects in order to summarize what you have learned over the past semester.

Year 3  •  Diversification and innovation

• Projects: Web, mobile, AI and DevOps technology 
• Reflect on the way that IT and your professional goals could be intertwined & create a concrete professional project
• Begin with the Moonshot & a series of conferences given by the best experts of a variety of domains.
• Learn about the future challenges of IT and current trends in the field

2
IT Courses:  

Either 1st, 2nd, or 3rd year level CS 
courses in an interactive, 

project-based learning 
environment

3
Second language 

courses:  
Take French, Spanish or German 
as a foreign language and parti-
cipate in cultural activities with 

other exchange students

Semester or Full-Year 
Exchange
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1st year program
• Semester 1: End of 

September to late January

• Semester 2: late January 
to beginning of July

*If you would like to take 2nd year courses you can attend Epitech for the spring semester only, or else take modules 
in the fall from either the 1st or the 3rd year according to your level and stay for a full year.

You have the option of choosing to study at Epitech for a semester or a full academic year:

2nd year program
• Semester 2: January 

through March

3rd year program
• Semester 1: September 

through January

• Semester 2: Late January 
through late May

Program dates
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Paris, the capital of France, is a major European city 
and a world centre of art, fashion, gastronomy and 
culture. Not only is Paris ranked the #1 city to study in 
the world, but it is also recommended by 9 out of 10 
international students as a study destination

The Epitech campus in Paris was the school’s 
very first location and remains its largest campus. 
Students have access to a privileged professional 
development, in close connection with the Parisian 
and national French Tech.

The school has numerous workspaces, coworking 
spaces and lounge areas. It offers all the resources of 
the Epitech Innovation Hub, a privileged environment 
for IT enthusiasts to design innovative technological 
solutions. 

Being in the French capital offers students privileged 
contacts with Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Sony, 
Ubisoft, Bouygues, Société Générale and many other 
major groups.

PARIS

Barcelona is the capital city of the region of Catalonia 
in Spain and the country’s second most populated 
city after Madrid, with a population of 1.6 million. Its 
urban area extends beyond the administrative city 
limits with a population of around 4.7 million people, 
being the seventh most populous urban area in 
the European Union. It is the largest city on the 
Mediterranean Sea.

Moreover, Barcelona is one of the top 15 safest cities 
in the  World and one of the ten most appealing cities 
in the world for launching a digital business.

The city has more than 100 tech companies, more 
than 1200 startup headquarters (6th largest hub 
in Europe) and is the 5th largest investment hub in 
Europe. 

Epitech Technology Barcelona campus has been 
forming tailor-made partnerships with companies. 
This approach helps us place innovation at the heart 
of different economic sectors.

BARCELONA

Choose yo ur campus
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Brussels – the Belgian and European capital – hosts all the 
major EU institutions and is home to a huge diplomatic corps, 
making the city the second most important center of diplomatic 
relations in the world. It is therefore the best spot to reach 
decision-makers, and, with 2,250 headquarters registered 
on its territory. The European capital is consequently one of 
the most cosmopolitan cities in the world: 183 nationalities 
(62% of the population being of foreign descent), 108 different 
languages spoken, 3 official languages. Brussels is also one 
of the greenest capitals in Europe, with green spaces totaling 
50% of its surface, as well as the forerunner of key initiatives 
in climate change, eco-innovation, energy performance, 
waste production and management, etc.

Given the growing recognition of its capacity to innovate, 
Brussels is a strong contender for places to launch your 
startup. Its strategic location, the welcoming entrepreneurial 
environment and the international mindset make an 
unbeatable combination, especially if your plan is to make 
an impact and are committed to succeed internationally.

BRUSSELS

Berlin is the capital city of Germany and a real dynamic 
metropolis with a population of 3.7 million people. With its 
unique vibe, its thriving cultural scene, its rich history, including 
its diverse architecture, Berlin is one of the most renowned 
cities in Europe.

Berlin is the city of artists and creators. You can feel the creative 
vibe of Berlin every day in its streets, its artists and its start-
ups. The city has indeed a strong international community and 
attracts a large number of international students. Berlin itself is 
a diverse city with many faces, each district having a distinctive 
personality. This is one of the things which makes Berlin such a 
great destination for students, as there will always be a part of 
the city to suit you and so much to discover.

Berlin has excellent opportunities for tech professionals to 
begin their careers with a growing tech sector and innumerable 
exciting opportunities from start-ups to major companies. 
Epitech Berlin, at the heart of this booming city and its tech 
sector, offers advanced courses from excellent instructors with 
real-world entrepreneurial experience that will help you to get 
started your own projects.

BERLIN

Choose yo ur campus
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Student life 
at Epitech
You’ll learn a lot, but you’ll also have so much fun…

During your study exchange in Epitech you’ll get outstanding teaching, excellent spaces for 
socialising, learning, and wide-ranging support.
We know that the study experience extends beyond the classroom. At Epitech, the student 
life and the wellbeing of our students represents a fundamental component of our school’s 
educational goals. To ensure your integration, the International Relations team offers different 
activities for international students throughout the year. 

epitech.paris epitech.barcelone

29 J’aime

epitech.paris

31 J’aime

epitech.barcelone epitech.bruxelles

20 J’aime

epitech.paris

32 J’aime

Cultural Activities A wide range  
of student associations

Learn French  
as a foreign language

 Access to fitness club Personal support  
every step  of the way Buddy Program

36 J’aime

36 J’aime
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Application 
requirements

Contact:

International-relations@epitech.eu 

How to Apply Exchange students must be nominated 
by their home institution.

Applications 
should include:

•  Copy of passport (or National Identity Card 
for European students)

•  Official university transcripts translated in French 
or English

•  English language proficiency (TOEFL IBT: 65 / 
IELTS: 5.5/ TOEIC: 600, or English test 
of the home institution)

Epitech will then contact you to introduce you to the program and give recommendations 
on the appropriate placement according to your technical background.

Find out our list of partner 
institutions at:

international.epitech.eu

Apply here:
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teachers, 
lecturers 

and employees

2 700

650
international 
partnerships

in 75 countries

410+
Student 

associations 

29
schools 

and entities

27
Campuses 
in France

and abroad

100
establishments

30 000
students

80 000
Alumni

more than 



Founded in 1980 by Marc SELLAM, IONIS Education Group has today become the leading private-sector higher education 
group in France. The 29 schools and entities it comprises in 27 cities across France and abroad bring together almost 30 000 
students in the fields of business, marketing, communication, management, finance, data-processing, computing, digital 
applications, aerospace, energy, transport, biotechnology, innovation and e-sports … IONIS Education Group’s mission is to 
craft New Intelligence for Enterprise, both today and in the future. The principle values instilled in the Group’s future graduates 
are an outward-looking international perspective, a keen awareness of the import of innovation and an entrepreneurial mindset 
which embraces adapting to change. It is these values which will turn them into key actors in tomorrow’s economy, joining 

ranks with our Alumni networks which already represent over 80 000 members.

www.ionis-group.com

Craft New Intelligence for Enterprise 
Paris • Bordeaux • Caen • Lille • Lyon • Marseille • Montpellier • Moulins • Mulhouse • Nancy • Nantes • Nice 
Rennes • Saint-André (la Réunion) • Strasbourg • Toulouse • Tours • Berlin • Bruxelles • Cotonou Barcelone • 

New York • Genève • Madrid (ouverture prochaine) • Zurich (ouverture prochaine) 

ENGINEERING 
BRANCH

BUSINESS, 
MARKETING,  

AND  
COMMUNICATION 

BRANCH

INSTITUTIONAL 
BRANCH

TECHNICAL 
EXPERTISE,  

DIGITAL,  
AND DESIGN  

BRANCH



international-relations@epitech.eu
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Epitech Technology
The IT expertise and innovation school

Founded in 1999, European Institute of Technology 
has three branches: Epitech Technology, Epitech Di-
gital, and Epitech Executive. Each year, Epitech Tech-
nology taught over 6,000 students on its campuses 
(15 in France and 5 abroad), through the 5-year 
post-secondary Grande Ecole Programme and its MSC 
Pro programmes, which last 2 or 3 years following a 
bachelor degree. The uniqueness of Epitech results 
from its teaching methods, enabling its students to 
grow, develop and succeed. Its practical programme 
and project-oriented methods (200 projects per stu-
dent), enable students to acquire all the necessary 
technical and soft-skills (open-mindedness and inno-
vation) that makes them well recognised experts in IT. 
The programme also provides them with in-company 
experience, representing 30% of the time, and interna-
tional experience on the campuses abroad or at one of 
our over 120 partner universities, thereby contributing 
to the development of a global vision regarding the is-
sues that society is currently facing. Epitech students 
are sought-after profiles, hired even before they leave 
the school. We now have a network of nearly 10,000 
alumni working around the world.

https://international.epitech.eu/ 


